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Executive Summary

2
The term “thought leader” is more than a buzzword; it’s a dynamic reality. People influence 
people, and thought leaders are those that others listen to, respect, and follow. 

Would you like to increase your strategic visibility, advance your career, or create top-of-mind 
awareness for your business? Becoming a thought leader requires a combination of tools, 
experience, and effort. In this white paper, you’ll discover why influencers gain traction, how to 
maximize impact, and find tips to make your voice stand out from the crowd. 

Everyone is following someone, and it’s time for you to engage others, so they follow you! Expand 
influence and empower people so they can build on the blueprints you create. Voice your unique 
ideas and you will shape trends, open new marketing avenues, and spark movements that 
endure for generations. 
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Achieve Authentic Thought Leadership

It’s time for you to increase your strategic visibility, gain exposure for your ideas, and change 
the world in meaningful ways! Thought leaders are informed individuals who share expertise 
with a broader audience to educate, improve, or add value to their industry or field of expertise. 
Thought leaders are trusted sources who, over time, create a dedicated group of friends or 
followers who look to them as a reliable source of information, opinions, and insights.

Everyone is following someone, and perhaps it's time for you to engage 
others so they will follow you!

Do you have a unique product, service, initiative, or perspective to bring to your area of 
expertise? Influencers can be from any background, community, gender, or age group, and they 
can succeed in casting vision as they are persistent, committed, and courageous. As you give 
voice to your ideas and experiences, you’ll become someone who influences more significant 
conversations and trends, creates a blueprint for others to follow, or sparks a movement for 
people to join

The Substantial Benefits of Thought Leadership

In a world of competing opinions, why should you amplify your voice? Thought leaders are the 
“go-to” people that others turn to for commentary on current events or developing innovations. 
Their demonstrated expertise positions them as a reliable source of information or direction, 
and this brings tangible benefits. As you grow in your influence, you will advance your career, 
create top-of-mind awareness for your business, access new industry opportunities, and 
generate business. Positive exposure creates a snowball effect: influencers receive invitations to 
join corporate boards, experience increased opportunity for promotion or awards, gain access to 
people who can make things happen, and participate in industry-changing leadership roles.

The personal benefits of building your leadership profile are also considerable. If you’ve ever 
asked yourself, “why am I here?” or “who will my projects impact?” you know how significant 
it is to engage in meaningful work each day. People who excel in their purpose as leaders are 
invigorated as they shape policies, set precedents, mentor people, and create models for others 
to emulate. Influence brings immense fulfillment and one of the greatest accomplishments you 
can achieve: an enduring legacy.

“People who excel in their purpose as leaders are invigorated as they 
shape policies, set precedents, mentor people, and create models for 
others to emulate. An enduring legacy is one of the greatest personal 
accomplishments you can achieve.”
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Thought Leadership in Action: American Crane & Equipment

Industry influencers are those who lead by saying, doing, or creating. American Crane & Equipment 
is a thought leader embodying all three of these strategies. As a respected manufacturer of cranes, 
hoists, and other industrial equipment, American Crane & Equipment (ACE) helps its target audience 
deal with everyday challenges while also influencing the broader industry. ACE provides a free, 
troubleshooting guide (“What Your Cranes Wish You Knew,”) an ultimate cheat sheet for overhead 
crane equipment, industry-specialized case studies, and hundreds of articles and videos about 
optimizing safety, productivity, and profitability in all aspects of material handling. By going beyond 
“what our product can do for you,” ACE demonstrates it is about more than just selling equipment, 
but genuinely helping people. As its reputation flourished, ACE has exercised strong leadership 
through the Crane Manufacturers Association of America, an organization of over 30 crane and 
material component producers. ACE plays a vital role in shaping manufacturing standards, increasing 
uniformity and quality in design, delivering exceptional value to channel partners, and educating over 
800 association members as an authority in the material handling niche. ACE is a thought leader that 
creates best-in-class products, offers critical perspectives on news and trends, and brings insightful 
commentary for its industry as a whole.
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Stepping Out in Leadership: Three Focus Areas

Growing your authoritative voice takes a combination of experience, tools, and effort. Ask 
yourself: What have I learned during my training or career? What distinct skills or perspective 
can I bring? What trends excite, frustrate, or concern me? From the personal to the professional 
realm, each person has insightful opinions to bring to the table.

In reality, many people have experience or wisdom but no platform for sharing this wealth with 
others. This will not happen by accident! Becoming a credible thought leader takes intentional 
focus in three areas: expanding your influence, building your name, and empowering your 
audience.

1. Expand Influence

Gaining a reputation for authority is something that takes time, patience, and availability. But 
people DO want to engage with other people, so start building connections, and you may be 
surprised how quickly your impact grows. To become an influencer in your arena, you need to be 
relatable, engaging, and consistent. To generate this authority, you need to build familiarity and 
trust with people while expanding your circle.

Connection Brings Credibility

Another way to gain exposure is to become a brand enthusiast. Become an advocate of your 
company by championing its content or its core values wherever you can. Show your brand’s 
personality with humor, human interest stories, or conversation starters of some kind. But 
don’t be overly “promotional.” Seek to share content that is roughly 80 percent personal (or 
entertaining) and only 20 percent direct marketing. Your goal is to grow your circle and to keep 
people coming back. This won’t happen if you’re not others-focused and down-to-earth.

Build your engagement quality by cultivating regular contact 
with close friends and family, with current and former colleagues, 
or with analysts, writers, or industry leaders. Engage and follow 
others through face-to-face networking, regional training 
opportunities, social media, or online discussion groups. Gain 
social traction as you contribute, follow, share, or add your own 
commentary to material relevant to your passion area. As often 
as you can, share your picture with printed pieces you publish or 
online writing you contribute. Matching a face with your voice 
makes you more memorable, credible, and real.
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2. Build Your Name and Niche

Thought leaders are people who fully immerse themselves in a wealth of ideas. They understand 
the inner workings of their business and are incredibly familiar with the needs and concerns of 
their audience. To stand out from others, concentrate on a niche market or seek to communicate 
with a specialized group of people. Write, speak, share, and comment on the things most relevant 
to this area. As you tackle particular issues, think of yourself as a translator (explaining the 
concerns at hand and interpreting their meaning) or a tour guide (predicting trends, forecasting 
effects, or helping people interpret what they see). Speak with a distinct, clear voice, highlighting 
perspectives or issues that others overlook. Here you’ll maximize impact, giving people “Aha” 
moments, or making them think, “Wow, I never thought of it like that!”

Influencers are courageous. Part of what sets thought leaders apart is their willingness to 
challenge the status quo, to blow the whistle, or to expose problematic practices or thought 
patterns. Disagree when it is appropriate or present better alternatives. Use case studies or 
compare current challenges to examples from disciplines outside your focus area. Don’t be afraid 
to speak boldly. Sharing confident ideas communicates your investment in your industry and 
future. As you do this tactfully, people will take notice, thinking “Yeah, this person reads, thinks, 
and gets the big picture. They have their finger on the pulse of today’s issues.”

In building your name, don’t be afraid to push through (seemingly) closed doors. Ask, and you 
may just receive! Stretch yourself by tackling one or more of these tasks:

 Inquire about opportunities to present at events

 Offer to contribute articles for publications

 Ask if you can take part in speaker panels or policy boards

 Reach out to like-minded people and ask them to share your articles 
in their printed publications or on Twitter 

 Request opportunities to lead workshops, to facilitate educational 
displays, or to assist in upcoming events

Once you establish some credibility, you’ll naturally become part of bigger and better events. 
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3. Educate and Empower Your Audience

Leaders who inspire loyalty are those who empower others. As you gain traction in social 
circles, your goal is to demonstrate expertise and relevance in a way that is valuable to others. 
Thought leaders don’t just impress people by how “smart” they are – they teach others to think or 
produce fruitful results as well. Your focus may be building educational tools, helping people with 
decision making, or establishing yourself as a one-stop resource with answers to the questions 
your audience is asking for. Demonstrate relevance by teaching followers to re-create things 
you’ve done. Replicate and scale your ideas in blueprints or models. Offer detailed examples or 
transferable principles that people can grab onto. As you inspire others, you will naturally see 
change for an entire industry, niche, or ecosystem. Positioning yourself as a steady resource of 
tools, tips, and thoughtful ideas will cement your name as someone people trust and admire.

          Make Your Voice Count
Amplify your voice and gain exposure for your ideas.

Be Genuine

» Start with what you know and like
» Use an 80/20 mix of personal/entertaining vs. promotional/marketing content
» Show some personality and distinct voice in your writing
» Whenever possible, use a picture of yourself to build familiarity

Be Persistent

» View the cultivation of thought leadership as a marathon, not a sprint
» Ask for opportunities to speak, contribute articles, sit on policy boards, or lead teams
» Use an editorial calendar to keep consistent, quality work before your readers

Be Brave

» Watch trends and make predictions about patterns you see
» Challenge conventional wisdom or write about industry weaknesses others ignore
» Tactfully disagree with others (when appropriate)
» Intentionally friend, share, or make comments on writing by people you admire
» Write opinion articles for magazines and blogs or letters to the editor for newspapers
» Ask peers or superiors to pass on your articles or videos
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Facebook GROWs 
with Print
Traditionally, thought leadership 
campaigns featured print and 
long-form reports to command 
authority over large audiences. 
This approach makes sense. When 
you deal with complex ideas (or 
content longer than 6000 words), 
nothing holds a reader’s attention 
like print. As the communication 
landscape has changed, today’s 
marketers realize that a steady 
drip of digital content (like blogs 
or weekly e-mails) combined with 
hard-hitting print is especially 
effective. 

Not convinced? Facebook is. In 
2018, the social media empire 
entered the print industry with 
the launch of GROW, a quarterly 
magazine and marketing program 
aimed at business owners in the 
United Kingdom and Northern 
Europe. GROW is sent directly to 
marketing clients and distributed 
at selected airports and train 
business lounges with the 
aim of reaching top business 
professionals. “We know that 
business leaders have limited 
time for long reads at work, so 
we’ve also created a physical 
version with journeys in mind,” 
said Leila Woodington, Facebook’s 
head of business marketing in 
northern Europe. Facebook’s goal 
is to position itself as a dominant 
thought leader among corporate 
executives or government leaders, 
with the aim of helping its 
clients GROW in their marketing 
influence. Despite its enormous 
digital footprint, Facebook 
understands that print remains a 
beautiful, credible, vital cog in a 
well-executed thought leadership 
campaign.
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Broaden Your Impact
Spotlight on You: 10 Tricks to Maximize Impact

Ready to beef up your impact? Showcase your own knowledge 
and credibility as you: 

1. Print “ultimate guides” to provide solutions in your area of
expertise.

2. Use newsletter articles to provide timely predictions about
trends that affect your target audience.

3. Contribute to newspapers, magazines, or industry
publications. Present case studies, testimonials, and
statistics to give your products or opinions more weight.

4. Join a board or serve in leadership for a non-profit.

5. Build your professional influencer profile at
https://influence.co/.

6. Post recorded videos or live stream stories promoting a
seminar you will teach.

7. Connect both on and offline worlds by Tweeting live from
events: post speaker quotes, behind-the-scenes photos, or
links to posts shared by others at the gathering.

8. Create helpful pricing guides, starter kits, or printed
“how-to” booklets to make yourself accessible and
convenient.

9. Sign up for a weekly update of events in your niche
(check www.MeetUp.com) and attend a few every month,
or start a monthly coffee gathering and invite influencers
you’d like to meet.

10. Empower and educate people with printed tip sheets and
booklets, white papers, downloadable e-Books, or webinars.

People buy from people they trust, so in all you do, work to 
humanize your brand by writing with personality, sharing human 
interest stories, and using your professional profile picture. And, 
believe in yourself – that’s the only way your customers and 
industry peers will believe in you as well.
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Conclusion

Thought leaders are people who create, say, and do things that carry a best-in-class distinction. 
Ready to step into the spotlight and lead the way for others? Becoming a thought leader takes 
hard work and dedication, but the benefits are undoubtedly worth it. Social influencers have 
an inherent top-of-mind awareness, are respected, and they leverage influence to accomplish 
extraordinary goals. Becoming a thought leader is a key attribute in humanizing your brand and 
creating authentic long-term relationships. Expand your circle, solidify your name and niche, 
empower your audience, and you will not only find fulfillment today, but also a legacy that lasts 
for years. 
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About Your Sponsor

Want to empower people so they can build on the principles you share? From handy how-to guides 
to premium industry magazines, smart professionals are those who invest in tangible printed 
content to engage a wide range of readers. 

When you’re ready to grow your influence through print, we hope you think of us as a resource you 
can always count on. Our best-in-class print products bring a “thud factor” no digital message can 
match: try luxurious reports, dazzling large-scale displays, or compelling presentation folders to 
bring authoritative weight to your voice.
Questions? Contact us or visit our website to find out about the latest trends in color, binding, 
finishes, and more. It’s our privilege to do business with you!

Contact Us
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